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Abstract
TheAdvancedSpaceborneThermalEmissionandReflectionRadiometer
(ASTER) is a research facility instrument provided by the Ministry of International

TradeandIndustry

(MITI) of Japan to belaunchedonNASA'sEarthObserving

System A"1 @OS AM-1) platfom in 1998. ASTER has three spectral bands in the

VNIR, six bands in the SWIR, and five bands

i

n

,

the TIR regions with 15,30, and 90

m ground resolution respectively. The VNIR subsystem has one backward-viewing
band for stereoscopic observation in the along-track direction. Because the data will
.-

have wide spectral coverage and relatively high spatial resolution,
we will be able to
discriminateavarietyofsurfacematerialsandreduceproblems

in some lower.

resolution data resulting from mixed pixels. ASTER will, for the first m e , provide
high spatial resolutionmultispectralthermalinfrareddata

from orbit,and

will

provide the highest spatial resolution surface spectral reflectance temperature and
emissivity data of all the EOS AM-1 instruments.
The
primary
science
objective
the
of

ASTER mission is to improve

understandingofthelocal-andregional-scaleprocessesoccurring

on ornear the

Earth's surfaceandloweratmosphere,includingsurface-atmosphereinteractions.

Specificareas

of the scienceinvestigation

Nagoya University

are: (a) landsurfaceclimatology,

'Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Instituteof Technology
'Geological Survey of Japan
' Earth Remote Sensing Data Analysis Center
'

1

(b)

.

vegetation and ecosystem dynamics, (c) volcano monitoring, (d) hazard monitoring,
(e) aerosolsand clouds, ( f ) carbon cycling in the marine ecosystem,(g) hydrology, (h)
geology and soil, and(i)landsurfaceandlandcoverchange.Thereare

three

categories of ASTER data: a global map, regional monitoring
data sets, and local data

sets to be obtainedforrequestsfromindividualinvestigators.The

ASTER

instrument will have a limited (8%) duty cycle. Prioritization of data acquisition
requests will be based on such factors such
as data category, user category, and science
'

discipline.
.

.

1. Introduction
TheAdvancedSpaceborneThermalEmissionandReflection

Radiometer

(ASTER) is a research facility instrument provided by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI) of Japan to be launched on NASA's Earth Observing
System AM-1 (EOS AM-1) platform in 1998. The primary science objective
ASTER mission is to.improve

understanding of thelocal-

of the

and regional-scale

processes occurring on or near the Earth's surface and kwer atmosphere, inciuding
surfaceatmosphere interactions [1]-[3].

In Japan, the ASTER Instrument Project, the ASTER Ground Data System
(GDS) andthe

ASTERScienceProjectwork

togetherto implement the ASTER

mission. A joint Japan/US Science team represents the science community at large
to advise the Instrument Project on requirements and design of the instrument, to
guide the GDS on instrument operations, and to produce algorithms and software
for ASTER dataproducts.

The ASTER ScienceTeamwill

operations to ensure that the maximum

support postlaunch

amount of useful data is acquired by the

instrument during its 6-year mission.
2
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11. Instrument design
Overview
Table 1 shows
the
baseline
performance
requirements
for
the

ASTER

instrument. The instrument has three separate optical subsystems: the visible and
near-infrared
radiometer

(VNIR), shortwave-infrared
radiometer

(SWIR), and

thermal infrared radiometer (TIR) as shown in Figure 1. Table 2 summarizes the
characteristic functions of the ASTER subsystems [4]. There are three spectral bands
*

in the VNIR, six bands in the SWIR, and five bands in the TIR regions with 15,30,

and 90 m ground resolution respectively. Because the data will
coverage and relatively high spatialresolution,we

have wide spectral

will beabletodiscriminatea

-

variety of surface materialsand to reduce problems in some lower spatial
resolution
data resulting frommixed pixels.
/

Spectral bandpass
The three VNIR bandshavebandpassessimilartothose
ThematicMapper

(TM) andtheOpticalSensor

ResourcesSatellite -1).

of theLandsat

(OB) of theJapaneseEarth

The VNIR willbeespecially

usefulfortopographic

interpretation because it has along-track stereo coveragein band 3 with nadir (band
3N) and backward (band 3B) views with 15 m spatial resolution. The VNIR bands
will be useful in assessing vegetation and iron-oxide minerals in surface soils and
rocks (Figure2).
Thespectralbandpasses

of the SWIR bands wereselectedmainlyfor

purpose of surface soil and mineral mapping.

Band 4 is centered at the

the

1.65 pm

region, and bands 5 to 9 target the characteristic absorption features of phyllosilicate
and carbonate minerals in 2.1 to 2.4 pm region. The ASTER
3

SWIR will permit more

than Landsat TM and JERS-1 O B .

detailedsurfacesoilandlithologicmapping

Discrimination of clouds from snow will also be possible usingthe SWIR bands.
TheASTER TIR subsystem has five bands in the thermal infrared region

as

shown in Figure 3. Emissivity patterns derived from thefive TIR bands will be used

-

to estimate silica content[5]-[7J which is important in characterizing silicate rocks

the most abundant rock type on the Earth's surface. The

ASTERScienceTeam

currently developingalgorithmstoseparatetemperature
surfacematerials [8]. Having multispectral

. T I R

is

and emissivity of the

dataallows for amoreaccurate

-determination of the variable spectral emissivity .of the land surface, and hence a
more accurate determinationof the land surface temperature.
Figure 4 shows simulated ASTER images made from co-registered Airborne
Visible/InfraredImagingSpectrometer

(AVIRIS) data(the VNIR and the SWIR
/

images), and Thermal M a r e d MultispectralScanner

(TIMS; [9]) data (the TIR

image). The VNIR image (left) has a spatial resolutionof 15 m, and displays ASTER
bands 3, 2, and 1 in red,green,andblue(RGB).The

SWIR image (center) has a

resolution of 30 m, and combines SWIR bands 8,6, and 4 as RGB. The TIR image
(right) uses bands 14,12, and 10 displayed as RGB, and has a resolution of 90 m.

All

of the composites have been enhanced using a decorrelation stretch algorithm. The
size of the area depictedis 12 x 50 km.
Bad Water in Death Valley is the lowest place in the United States. It is in the
bottommiddle

of the image.The

threeversions

of
ASTER

data illustrate the

different compositional information available in various wavelength regions. For
example, the bright red areas in the VNIR image are vegetation patches at Furnace
Creek Ranch and on the Furnace Creek Fan. The turquoise area

4

in the upper left

comer of the SWIR image depicts ground covered by limestone fragments.

In the

TIR image, surfaces with the mineral quartz present are depicted in red.
Radiometric performance
The requirements for the absolute radiometric accuracy
of the VNIR and SWIR
bands are specified to be better thanf4% at high level input radiance. The absolute
radiometric accuracy for the
TIR bands is specified to be f3 K or less in 200-240 K, f 2
. K or less in 240-270 K, fl K or lessin 270-340 K, and f9 K or lessin 340-370 K.

The input

energy, which

is used to provide theconditionsto

specify the

.

.

radiometric resolution, is defined by the target radiance in front of each radiometer,

-

.

and is called input radiance. The maximum, high level, and low level radiances are
specified as shown inTable 3. The specification on radiometric accuracyis applied to
the high level radiance, unless otherwise specified.

..-

A concept of the maximum input radiance which is specified by 20% larger:.. value than the high level input radiance is employed not only to avoid saturation
for targets with very high reflectance such

as clouds but also to compensate for

possible errors in the calculation model. Moreover, a concept of the low level input
radiancewhich

is specified by 20% value of thehighlevel

employed.Thelowlevel

input radiance is

input radiance is necessarytospecifythe

radiometric

performance for targets with low reflectance and for a large solar zenith angle.

For

the TIR bands, the input radiance is specified by blackbody temperature, since it is
not only simple but also convenient for the

instrument performance tests which

use a blackbody as a source of radiation.
The VNIR and SWIR subsystemshavethreeandfourgainsrespectivelyas
shown in Table 4. The gain setting for each band can be selected independently.The

5
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high gain setting is used to expand the range

of output DNs for a low reflectance

target. For instance, the high gain setting will be used for imaging vegetation and
dark soil/rocks in the VNIR bands 1 and 2. The multiplication factors are specified

'

as 2.5 for band 1 and 2.0 for the other VNIR 'and SWIR bands. The low gain setting
is provided toaccommodate an unexpectedlybrighttarget,

although almost all

targets are expected to be observable by the normal gain. The low gain-2, available

only for the SWIR bands, will be used 'for observation of high temperature targets
such as a lava lake of an active volcano. Table 5 shows the highest temperature to

.. be observed by the SWIR bands. These values were calculated from the saturatioii:"'-."'*.,..., ...;

,

,

,

levels of the CCD linear array.
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.
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The ASTER radiometric calibration plan is comprehensively described by Ono,'-?,j.'\

.-

and the internal onboard calibration units, is calibrated against standard sources. It
is likely that the instrument performance will change in orbit
because

of

contamination and degradation of optical components, detectors, electronics,

etc.,

during its six year mission period. Therefore, internal onboard Calibration units will
be used for periodic calibrationsof the radiometer in orbit. A two-point calibration
is the basic approach in the reflected solar region (VNIR and SWIR) to determine

the offset and the responsivity.

Theonboardcalibration

SWIR subsystemsconsist of ahighlystablehalogenlamp

units forthe VNIR and

as a radiation source,

and direct it as a reference beam to

optics to collect radiation from the lamp

the

radiometer, and photodetectors to monitor the lamp radiation and/or the reference
beam

flux.

Dual onboard calibration systems are used to enhance reliability

VNIR and SWIR subsystemsrespectively.Thetwoidenticalonboardcalibration
6

in the

units crosscheck the performance of each other periodically in orbit. If any change is
detected between consecutive inflight calibrations, itis possible to infer and identify
which component has changed: the ASTER radiometer,thehalogenlamp,

the

be

calibrationoptics, or thephotodetectors.Theradiometer'sradiancedatawill
corrected for the identified change. The requirements on the absolute
accuracy are not applicabletothe

radiometric

VNIR backwardviewingband,asthe

major

purpose of this band is stereoscopic obsetvation with the nadir viewing band 3. For

this reason, the backward viewing band does not have
an onboard calibration lamp.
For the TIR subsystem, two-point calibration is also desirable, for instance, an
onboard blackbody radiator at the environmental temperature fora high-level input
and coldspace for a low-levelinput.However,thepresent

ASTER instrument

design doesnot allow the TIR radiometer toview cold space due to mechanical and

.. - ; .
z

spacecraft interface reasons. Thus,

it was decided to vary the

temperature of the

onboard blackbody radiator over about 70 K, from .about 270 K to 340 K. The TIR
temperature scale is interpolated within andextrapolatedoutsidethevariable
temperature range.
The
emissivity
and
radiative

environments are
well

characterized in order to evaluate the emissive component as well as the reflective
component. Emissivity change due to contamination and degradation in orbit will
be estimated.
In addition to the onboard calibrators, reflectance-, radiance-, and emittance-

based methods of vicarious calibration using measured ground and lunar reference
sites, will also be employed. Calibration coefficients will be calculated by averaging
withweightedcoefficientsthecalibrationdatafromthevariousmethods.
coefficients will beupdated periodically.
7
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:
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Geometric performance
Spatial resolution of the ASTER subsystems is 15 m for VNIR, 30 m for SWIR,
and 90 m for TIR. While the spatial resolution of the SWIR and TIR are lower than
that of the VNIR,
they are still the highest among all theEOS AM-1 instruments i n

ASTER dataareexpected

theirwavelengthregions.The

to 'provide substantial

information for subpixel scale analysis of the other instruments' data, e.g., MODIS
with

250, 500, or 1000 m spatial resolution, and MISR with 275, 550, or 1100 m

resolution.
(BBR) requirements from the ASTER Science

Theband-to-bandregistration

Team are fo.2 pixels in' the same telescope and

0.3 pixels(of the coarser spatial

resolution) among the different telescopes after necessary ground processing. The
details of ProtoFlightModel

C p F M ) testsarereportedelsewhere

in this issue by

Fujisada, &,al. [ll]. The BBR of inter- and intra-telescopes will be carried out in the
processing
Level 1 data

[12].

.

.

,

Afterlaunch,theregistrationwillbeverified

by cross-correlationbetween

images containing many well-defined,highcontrast features.
Stereo capability

The VNIR subsystem has one
backward-viewing
band
for
stereoscopic
observation
in
the
along-track
direction.
The
nadir-backward
stereo

viewing

geometry of .the VNIRgives a higher probability of obtaining a cloud-free image
pair, as comparedtoasidestereoobservationsystemrequiring

multiorbit

observations, such as the SPOT HRV. Thebase-height (BH) ratio of 0.6. Digital
elevation models (DEM) can be generated from stereo data. The height accuracy
the DEM depends upon the BH ratio, spatial resolution, and error in the parallax
8

of

.

'

.
'

.

.

.

.

measurement. The ASTER DEM

height acairacy should be 7 to 50 m, and the scale

of topographic maps to be generated from the ASTER stereo data

will be 1:50,000 to

1:200,000, if we assume 0.5 to 1.0 pixel respectively as the total parallax error. The
abilitytocontroltheparallaxerrordepends

of

on theavailabilityandaccuracy

ground control points. More details are discussed by Welch, et al. [13] elsewhere in
this issue.

Pointing capability
A

l

l

'

ASTER bands will cover the same 60 km imaging swath with a pointing

capability in the crosstrack direction
pointontheglobe

to cover f116 km from. the nadir, so that any'

is accessible at leastonceevery

16 days with the full spectral

coverageprovided by the VNIR, SWIR and TIR. Three pointingpositions(nadir,
,

.

.

. ...
.

-.

..

left,andright) are necessarytocovertheEarth'ssurfaceattheEquator,where
EOSAM-1orbitseparation

the

/

is 172 km. The use of an additional four intermediate,'.
I

pointing positions, which are located right on the boundaries of the swaths of the
three nominal pointings, will allowus to obtain small targets within a single scene,
if the target is smaller than 60 km in diaheter, and is located on the boundary of two

of the three nominal swaths,
It is expectedthatmost

of theemergencytargetscanbecovered

with these

seven pointing
positions,
although
the
option
remains
open
to
use
any
intermediatepointingposition

in rarespecialcases.The

larger pointing capability, up to 24", and thus the swath center

VNIR subsystemhas a
is pointable up to

A318 km from the nadir. This capability was added in order to shorten the potential

delayperiod

.-

for atime-criticalobservation

eruptionsand floods. Therecurrentpattern
9

of naturalhazardslike

volcanic

for a targetontheequator

using 24"

pointing becomes 2-5-2-7 days (four days average).

111. Operation scenario

Operation constraints
There are several constraints on
acquisitionderivefrom

ASTER data acquisition. Limitations on data

a variety of sources,includinglimitson

number of

telescope pointing changes during mission, dissipation of heat, volume of data that
can be stored in the EOS AM-1 solid state recorder, available power for ASTER,
bandwidth of downlink, length of each downlink window, frequency of downlink
windows, and finally, the ability to scheduleASTER instrument activities.
The primarylimitationson

ASTER datacollectionarethedata

volume

allocated to the instrument in EOS AM-1's memory (solid state recorder) and in the
~

.communications link with the Tracking and

DataRelaySatelliteSystem(TDRSS)

and ground stations. The maximum average data rate allocated to ASTER, based on
a twwrbit average, is 8.3 Mbps, which roughly corresponds to 8 minutes of fullmode daytime operation plus 8 minutes of nighttime TIR operation per orbit. The
'single orbit .maximum data acquisition time is 16 minutes, if no data is acquired in
both previous and following
orbits.
The
peak
data
rate
and
peak
power
consumption are 89.2 Mbps and 726 W respectively. Given that the
scheduled to operate for six years, ASTER could collect approximately

instrument is
1.7 million

scenes of full-mode data. In practice, there will befactors that will decrease
amount, such as scheduling inefficiencies.

Operation modes

10

this

.

The three ASTER subsystems can be operated independently. In addition, there
are several possible instrument gain settings and pointing angles.
manypossibleobservationmodes.However,severalnominalmodes
defined.The

This results in

have been

nominal daytimemode is simultaneous dataacquisitionusing

three subsystemslooking

at thesame

60 km imagingswath.

the

The nominal

nighttime mode is TIR-only operation. Flexibility in operations has been requested
from the ASTER Science Team in order to obtain as much data
keeping within the allocateddatarate.Therefore,

as possible while

as shown in Table 6, four

additional nominal modes have been defined.

The daytime VNIR mode will be used for areas where high resolution VNIR :

.

data are essential, but SWIR and TIR'spectraldata are not necessary. In the daytime
stereo mode, only the bands 3N (nadir) and 3B (backward) will be operated for the

'

/

purpose of stereo imaging. If a pointing angle of greater than 8.55" is needed, the
daytime VNIR or stereo mode can be used, pointing out to f24". The TIR mode is
also available in daytime. The open Ocean will usually be observed in TIR mode,
since most Ocean surface targets will not have interesting signatures
VNIR or SWIR bands. These threemodes(daytime

in ASTER'S

VNIR, *daythe stereo, and

daytime TIR) are complementary to the daytime full mode, and will be used only
when allocatedresourcescannotpermitthefullmode.Forinstance,periodic
monitoring of the Antarcticglacierboundariesisoneobjective

of the ASTER

Science Team which can be accomplished using the daytime stereo mode.
TheEarth's night hemispherewillusuallybeobservedonlyin
However, it willbepossibletousethe

TIR mode.

SWIR bands at night.Suchanoccasion

might arise if a target temperature is higher than the maximum input radiance for
11

the TIR bands which could &cur with high temperature targets like wildfires, lava
lakes, or active volcano flows. The SWIR

bands can measure surface temperatures

up to about 650 K with 30 m ground resolution in nighttime, as shown in Table 5.
'

Moreover, the time necessary to observe hot targets can be shortened by combining

the daytime full'mode and nighttime volcano mode.
Data collection categories

ASTER data types consist of: 1) engineering data that are required to monitor
and maintain spacecraft and instrument.health and safety, 2) calibration data that
are obtained as a part of both onboard and vicarious calibration of the instrument,
and 3) science data that are collected to meet the scibce objectives of the mission.
Furthermore, in ordertobettermanage
resources, three data collectioncategoriesfor

the allocation of
ASTER

observing

the science datahavebeendefined.

/

These categoriesare based on dataset sizeand science objedives. They are:

'

The global data set will be used by investigators of every discipline to support

theirresearch.Thehighspatialresolution

of the ASTER
Global
Map

complement the lowerresolutiondataacquiredmorefrequently
instruments such as MODIS and MISR.TheASTERglobal

will

by other EOS
datasetwill

include

images of the entire Earth's land surface using all ASTER spectral bands and stereo.

This global data set will be composed of those images which best meet

the Global

Map quality criteria, and will be identified in the mission image data base. Each
ASTER observation (regardless of whether it was originally scheduled for a local
observation, regional monitoring, or the global map) will be assessed by the Science
Team for its probability of significantly increasing the quality of the global data set.
12

Currently the following characteristics have been identified for images in the Global
Map data set:
One-time
coverage
High sun angle
Optimumgainforthelocallandsurface

Minimum snow andicecover
Minimumvegetationcover,ahd

No more than 20%cloud cover (perhaps more for special subregions).
As shown in Figure 5, the l&d surface of the

Earth has been prioritized by the

ASTER Science Team for observation as part of the Global Map. This prioritization
is reflected in the prioritization algorithm to be used in theASTER scheduler.

c

advanceandretreatof

all mountainglaciersintheHimalayas

as a functionof

season,forthesix-yearlifeofthemission.Anotherexamplemightbeanalyzing
changes in forest cover and resulting changes in .air-surface moisture fluxes for the
state of Rondonia (in the Brazilian Amazon) over six years. Some regional

data sets

may require only single-time imagesof a large region.
(3)

cal o b m a m

Local observationswillbemadeinresponsetoDataAcquisitionRequests

(DARs) from individualinvestigators

or investigation
teams.
Approved

investigatorsareauthorizedtosubmitrequestsfornew

EOS

ASTER data acquisition.

OtherinvestigatorscanapplyforsuchauthorizationtoeitherNASAor
13

MITI.

Anyone can 'request existing data. Local observations might include, for example,
scenes for analyzing land use, surface energy balance, or local geologic features.
subset of localobservationsareimages
floods, or

fires.

of suchephemeral events as volcanoes,

Requestsfor"urgentobservations"

fulfilled in short timeperiods

A

of such phenomena must be

(of a fewdays).These

requestsreceivespecial

set arid a"regional

monitoring" data set are

handling.

A "localobservation"data

distinp.ished by the amount of viewing resources ,required to satisfy the request.
Smaller requirements are defined as local observations and larger requirements are
defined as regionalmonitoring.

The cutoff betwe,n the two willbe set by the

Science Teamand will be subject to changeas the mission proceeds.
There are several types of instrument activityrequests,collectively

termed
. .
/

llxAR'ls.Approved

ASTER investigatorscanrequestactivitiesrelatingtodata

acquisitions via Data Acquisition Requests (DARs). Local observations are made in
response to DARs from individual investigators or individual teams.

In cases

where the request results in a major load on the instrument resources or where the
request can be used to satisfy a large numberof users, the request will be from the
Science Team in the form of Science Team Acquisition Requests (STARs). There are
threetypesof

STARs;STAR-local,STAR-regional,andSTAR-global

mapping.

Examples of the STAR-local include observation requests for vicarious calibration,
algorithm validation, etc. Another type

of XAR is the Engineering Team Requests

(ETR) which is used by the instrument engineering team torequest instrument
activities for the purpose of instrument calibration, health and safety.

Prioritization and scheduling
14

The ASTER scheduler will choose between different observation

alternatives,

for each small incrementof time (from 1 to 4.5 sec) in the schedule being generated,
in a manner designed to maximize the science return over a time period of a day.
The scheduling algorithmusesa

prioritization functiontorank

observingmodes(andotheroperatingmodes)for

the alternative

eachtime-step.The

output

schedule can be modifiedby changing the scheduler's input parameters; the ASTER
Science Team and the Science Scheduling Support Group (SSSG) are responsible for

choosing these input parameters.

,

Although ASTER could collect as many as 1.7 million scenes of full-mode data
during the mission,there will befactorsthatwilldecrease

th& amount, such as

scheduling inefficiencies. The purpose of the scheduling process and the scheduler
software is to maximize the ,scientific contentof each scene.
The schedulerwill be able to'generate an ASTER activity scheduleof 'any length

by specifying the start and end times of a schedule as input parameters. For any
length schedule, the scheduler will determine ASTER activities one day at a time.
Prioritization is theprocess

of rankingpossibleobservations,

observation opportunities with higher scientific or programmatic
higherprobabilities

of beingscheduled.Thescheduleruses

s o . that the
value are given

the prioritization

function to calculate a priority for each potential observation. The weighting factors
in this function are determined by the Science Team, and may be modified

as the

missionprogresses.The

xARs

prioritization functionuses information fromall

requesting a possible observation, along with some time-dependent
and instrument
information, as input variables.
The scheduler must select between a variety of instrument configurations, each
15

.

'

of which is a unique combination of observing mode, telescope gain settings, and
cross-track viewing angle. For each 1 to 4.5 sec timestep, the scheduler calculatesthe
priority of observationsineach

instrument configuration. A timesequence

of

priorities, for a single instrument configuration, is called a "priority curve." After
calculating all the priority curves, the scheduler searches among

all curves for the

instrument configuration which has the maximum priority for any .timestep in the
entire day. The instrument is then 'scheduled to observe in that instrument
'

configuration, during thattimestep.The
highestpriority

scheduler thensearchesforthe

inktrument configuration, which is then scheduledfor
.

next
that

.

configuration's timestep. This continues until all timesteps in the entire day have
been scheduled. At each point

in this process, the scheduler checks to make sure

that no operating constraints are being violated.

IV. Data products
. Table

7 shows a list of data products which will be provided by the ASTER

ScienceTeam.The

Japaneseareresponsiblefor

providing ASTER Level 1 data

products. The details of the algorithm to generate the ASTER Level 1 data products
aredescribedinFujisada,

et al. [12]. The standard Level 2 data products will

be

produced in both the US and Japan. All algorithms used in both Japan and US are
identical in principle, although the source codes and executable programs may
different due to different machine
and
software

environments.

be

Algorithm

development has been carried out collaboratively by Japan and the US. Standard
data products will be provided to users on a nondiscriminatory basis from the US
EOSDIS and the JapaneseASTER Ground Data System (GDS). The latter is described
by Watanabe et al. [14]. Any user can submit a Data Product Request (DPR) inorder
16

toobtaina

standard dataproduct.Production

of a standard dataproduct

cloud-free
Level
guaranteed, if all necessary inputs (e.g.,
atmospheric
correction,
etc.)
generate
to
the
data

is

1 data, input for

product are
available.

Development and validation of standard data products for ASTER will continue
throughout the mission. Some new products may include

a variety of vegetation

and cloud parameters.
The category of semistandard data'products is defined only for the

Japanese

ASTER GDS. A user can submit a DPR; however, production of a semistandard

by
product is not guaranteed, as the production schedule will be controlled not only
DPRs, but also by a long-term plan to be prepared by the ASTER Science Team.

.
..

.

There are also several special data products proposed by the ASTER Science Team
.

members;e.g.,

soil maps,mineral and rockmaps,volcanomaps,wetlandmaps.,

. . , .. .
...

. .. .
/

coral reefmaps, vegetation index, aquatic plant distribution, turbidity, etc.

These

will be producedat the Science Team Member facilities on
a research basis.
V. Research plans

ASTER data will be usefulto study various local toregiona€ phenomena..
Some specificareas of science have been identified as: (a) land surface climatology
investigation of land surfaceparameters,surface temperature etc.,to understand
land-atmosphere interactionandenergyandmoisturefluxes(evaporation
evapotranspiration), (b) vegetation and ecosystem dynamics

and

- investigations

of

vegetation and soil distribution and their changes,in order to estimate biological
productivity, to understand land-atmosphere interaction, and todetectecosystem
changes, (c) volcano monitoring

- monitoring of eruptions and precursive events

'

development of lavalakesandfumarolicactivity,eruptivehistory

and eruptive

-observation of the extent and effects of wildfires,
flooding, landslides, and coastal erosion, (e) aerosols and clouds - observation of

potential, (d) hazard monitoring

and various cloud types, whichare useful for the
atmospheric aerosol characteristics
atmosphericcorrection
ecosystem

of surfaceretrievals,

( f ) carbon cycling inthe

marine

.

-determination of the atmospheric carbon dioxide being fixedinto coral

reefs by measuring the global distribution and accumulation rate of coral reefs, (g)
hydrology

- understanding globalenergyandhydrologicprocesses

relationship to global changes, (h) geology, and soil

and their

- the detailed compositional

and geomorphologic mappingof surface soil and bedrocks to study the land surface
processes and the Earth's history, and (i) land surface and

land cover change

-

monitoring of desertification, deforestation, urbanization, etc.
_-

A fewexamples

of researchtopicscurrentlybeing

-

pursued by the EOS

Interdisciplinary Science Principal Investigators (IDS PIS) and the ASTER Science
Team (AST) members include:
A globalassessmentofactivevolcanism,volcanichazards,and

inputs to the atmosphere from EOS (EOS IDSPI
AST

volcanic

- P.J. Mouginis-Mark;

-M. Urai, K. Fukui, D. Pieri, and A. Kahle)

Hydrology,
hydrochemical
modeling,
and
remote
sensing
covered Alpine drainage basins
(EOS IDS PI

in snow-

-J. Dozier)

Climate, erosion, and tectonics in mountain systems (EOS IDS PI
Thehydrologiccycleandclimaticprocessand

-Isacks)

semiarid lands (EOS IDSPI

-Y. Kerr)
Lithologic
mapping

in arid
regions

(AST

- Y.

Yamaguchi and S.

_ .

Tsuchida)
a

Spatial variation of surface energy and mass fluxes over land surfaces at
micro- and meso-scales (AST

a

-Schieldge)

Estimation of SiO, content of igneous rocks using ASTER TIR data (AST

-Y . Ninomiya)
a

Mappingandmonitoring

of coral reefs (AST

- T. Matsunagaand

H.

Kayane)
Mapping carbonatite and aIkaline rocks in African Rift Valley (AST

-LC.

Rowan)
Paleoclimatology based upon glacial mohitoring in Central Asia (AST

-

A. Gillespie)

-H. Kieffer)

Monitoring the glaciers of Antarctic coastal regions (AST

.
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Table 1 ASTER basclinc pcrfonnancc rcquircmcnu.

No.
VNlR

SWIR

TIR

1
0.632
3N
3B
1.600
4

5
6
2.235
7
2.295
8
9
10
.I1
8.925
12
13
10.95
14

Um)

-

0.52 0.60
0.69
0.78 0.86
-0.86
0.78
1.700
2.145 2.185
2.185 2.225
2.285
2.365
2.360 2.430
8.125 8.475
8.475 8.825
9275
10.25 10.95
11.65

-

-

Rc.solutiorl
NEAP I 0.5 %

-

NEAP I 0.5 96
I 1-23 %
N E A P S 1.3
S 1.3 96
I 1.0 96
NEAP I 1.3 96

-

NEAT IO.3 K

----

8 bils

...

Table 2 Characteristic functions of the ASTER subsystems [IO].

m

9
10 14

-

8.04
Radiance of
370 K Blackbody

6.70
Radiance of
300 K Blackbody

1.34
Radiance of

200 K Blackbody

I

Table 4. Gain switching functions (multiplication factors)
Subsvstem
VNIR

SWIR

Band no.
1

2
3N, 3B
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 14

-

High gain
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
N/A
’

Normalgain
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
N/A

,

Low gain -1
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
N/A

Low gain -2
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.75
0.17
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.12
N/A
. <

Table 5. SWIR saturation levels and the highest observable temperature

I

Band4
Saturation
67.0 62.0radiance
83.8 98.7103.573.3
(W/m*/str/um)
Temperature (K) 658
739

I

Band5

I

Band6

1

Band7

I

Band8

I

Band9

I
I

649

631

Table 6. ASTER operation modes

24

603

599

.

Table 7. ASTER standard (1A to 4A21) and semistandard (3AOl and 4A01) data
products. 0 to be provided; X: not proposed; -: not available.
Product code
1A
28
2Ao1
2A02
2A03
2B01
2B03
2804
2B05:
..
:
4A.
4A21'..
3A01
Digital elevation model (relative)
4Ao1
~

'.I
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Figure 1. Artist's view of the ASTER instrument.

VNIR and SWIR, andthe reflectance

Figure 2. SpectralbandpassesoftheASTER

spectra of typical minerals, rocks, and vegetation: (a) kaolinite; (b) montmorillonite;

(c)alunite; (d) calcite; (e) andesite; ( f ) granite; (g) green leaves.

Figure 3. Spectral bandpasses of theASTER TIR, .and the emissivity (transmission)
spectra of typical rocks (modified from Vickers and Lyon, 1967): (a) dacite; (b) granite;
.

.

(c)pumice;(d)trachyte;

.

. ...: . ."

'

.' , ..

(e) quartz. sye'nite; ( f ) andesite; (g) nepgelene syenite; (h)
. -

basalt; (m) peridotite; (n) serpentinite; (0)limburgite; (p) dunite.
Y

Figure 4. Simulated ASTER images of Death Valley California; left

-SWIR, right -TIR.

-VNIR,

The three versions of ASTERdata illustrate the different

compositional information available in various wavelength regions.
thebrightredareas

.

c

center

For example,

in the VNIR image are vegetation patches at FurnaceCreek

Ranch and on theFurnace Creek Fan. Theturquoisearea in the upperleftcorner of
the SWIR image depicts ground covered by limestone fragments. In the TIR image,
surfaces with the mineral quartz present are depicted in red.

Figure 5. VariousregionsoftheEarthhavebeenassigneddifferentpriorities
acquiring ASTER Global Map data; A

-high, B -medium, .C -low.
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